
The  middle  brother:
‘False. fleeting.  perjur’d  Clarence”

MICHAEL  A.  HICKS

LIGHTNING mmmcns,  startling changes of fortune and  a  rapid turnover  of  kings
marked  the  Wars  of the Roses.I There  were  altogether  three  ruling dynasties—the
house  of  Lancaster.  the  house  of  York.  and the  Tudors.  Actually two  lines  were
quite enduring: the  Lancastrian  kings reigned for sixty-two  years  and the  Tudors
for  a  further  I 18. In  contrast  the  three Yorkists lasted  for  only twenty-four  years.
Their house  fell  because  it was divided  against  itself.  just  as it had  been repeatedly
since the  14605.  There were  interminable  quarrels  between  the  royal  brothers
Edward  IV. George.  Duke  of  Clarence  and  Richard. Duke  of  Gloucester.  the
future Richard  I".  After  one  such  conflict, we are  told:

‘lhese three  brothers.  the king and the two  dukes. were possessed  of  such surpassing
talents.  that. if  they had  been able  to  live  without  dissension. such a  threefold  cord
could never have  been broken  without the  utmost  difficulty.‘2

United  they stood;  divided they fell—individually—and their  dynasty fell with
them.

In  spite  of the testimonial  quoted above. none  of  them attracted  wholly
favourable  reports  at the time or since. The  eldest  brother.  King Edward  IV. was
considered a  negligent  king. lazy and self-indulgent;  only recently have  we
recognised him as an  efficient  administrator and  gnvernment  reformer. The
yo_.:gest. Richard, was long regarded  as an  arch-vilialn.  but has now regained
respectability and  attracted  an ever-growing band  of  enthusiastic admirers.
George.  the middle brother,  died  in disgrace and was  dismissed  by Shakespeare  as
‘false. fleeting, perjur’d Clarence’.J For him  there  has  been  no  rehabilitation.
Modern  historians have been  generally content  with  Shakespeare’s  dismissive
verdict. merely adding that  he was  also  an overmighty subject‘ and  possessor  of ‘a
seriously disturbed  mind’.5 It is hardly surprising that  he  remained unloved.
unmourned  and,  until lately,  almost unresearched.

George was  never  a  king like  his  brothers—kings  demand attention.  now as
then. He was  convicted  of  treason  and was  therefore  justly disgraced.  He was
identified with no political  creed  and left no  political heirs. Historians have always
found  it  easy to accept  Shakespeare’s  dismissive verdict, to see him as  a  turbulent
misfit.  an irrelevant distraction  from  the  main developments  of his  age.  a
lightweight figure who  would  not  repay further  study.

Yet the  omission  is regrettable and serious, for  Clarence  was  important  in his
day.  He was  a  central actor both  in the  kaleidoscopic revolutions  of his  time  and
in the violent  quarrels  of his  brethren.  He has  been  written off largely because  he is
difficult to comprehend and  because  too  many historians  have declined  to  make
the  effort.  But if he cannot be  understood,  how then can we  hope  to  grasp the
events that  he shaped, still less attain a  fully rounded  picture of the  brothers  with
whom  his career was so  inextricably entwined?
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All  three brothers  had, of  course, the  same  family background. All  were sons
of Richard, Duke of  York, the  greatest  English  nobleman  of his  age.‘ As  eldest
son. Edward  was  always  destined to  succeed  their  father  as a  great  nobleman.  The
futures of  George  and  Richard, the third and fourth  sons, were  not  securely
mapped  out for  them.  Neither  seems to  have  been  intended for the Church. the
obvious  avenue for  surplus sons  of the nobility. Indeed we  know  nothing about
them  from their  births  until 1459, when  they were  living with  their  mother.  Their
elder brothers  Edward  and  Edmund  had left her  care several  years before  and
already had their own  establishment; George  and Richard may not  have known
their  seniors  well.

Their  dubious  prospects were  altered  abruptly in  1460, when  their  father was
recognised  as  heir  to the  throne, and still  more  so in 1461, when  their  brother
Edward  succeeded  as  Edward  IV. With  Edmund  dead, George and Richard  were
the king’s  next brothers, first  and  second  in line for the  throne.  They were  recalled
from  exile  in Burgundy, where  they were seen  off with magnificent ceremonial,
and  returned  to take up prominent  positions at  Edward’s coronation.  They we're
knighted and  created  dukes, féted and  treated  with profound  respect. Grants  of
lands  and  offices  followed at  regular intervals during the  ensuing months  and
years.

All  these were inevitable marks  of distinction for  brothers  of  a  king.  They tell
us nothing about their  characters, nothing about their talents or  defects.  They
were  certainly not  rewards  for loyalty and service,  since none  of the  duties
attached  to their  offices were  performed in  person.  Both  dukes, after  all.  were  still
young children—George  a  mere twelve  and Richard eight  years  old at  Edward’s
coronation. Several years  lay ahead  before  they could even  commence  their
political  careers.

In the interim they lived peacefully in a  tower  at Greenwich  Palace  with their
elder  sister  Margaret  and companions of their own  age.  The  names  of  several  of
their servants  are  recorded  and we  know  something of how their  apartments were
furnished and much  about  the  splendid materials  supplied to  make them clothes.
Clarence practised  archery and  learnt  to  joust.  Barring odd visits  elsewhere.  they
remained  at Greenwich  prdbably until the  summer  of 1464, when Clarence
emerged  into  public life; then, or  a  little earlier, Gloucester  went to continue his
education  in the  household  of the  Earl  of Warwick,  ‘Warwick  the  Kingmaker‘.
where  he  stayed  until  1469.  Their  paths  scarcely crossed  again until  147l.

Clarence  was the  elder  of the two and  heir  to the  throne. Understandably
contemporaries  recognised him as more important  than  Gloucester: it was no
accident that  in 1463  a  chronicler recorded  the  visit  to  Canterbury of ‘the  Lord'
George  Duke  of  Clarence  and his  brother’.  Although not yet 15  years  of  age.
Clarence  was old enough to be  useful  to  Edward  by the  summer  of 1464.  Edward
showered him with grants of  land.  Significantly these  included the county of
Chester, already traditionally reserved  for the heir to the throne—which of  course
Clarence was.

On  Michaelmas  Day 1464  Clarence escorted  the new Queen, Elizabeth
Wydeville, into Reading Abbey and the following May acted  as  steward  of
England at her  coronation.  A year  later  he did  homage  and was declared of  age.
He  soon  set off for Tutbury, in  Staffordshire, to  take  control of his  estates.
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Tutbury Castle  was to be his principal seat and the centre of his  power  in the  next
few  years.  He  also  began  to  exercise  his  offices  and sit on commissions. In 1468
he was  a  trial  judge  in  London  in a  case  of

‘life and death. In time  whereof  the mayor being a  replete  and lumpish man sat for
chief judge and  slept, wherefore the  duke  sitting upon  his right  hand  seeing the
misdemeanour said openly in his derision, “Sits, speak  softly, for the  mayor  is

"’6
asleep .

Amusing no doubt, but not the  mark  of  a  responsible adult.
Late in the 1460s  Clarence joined Warwick  in outright  opposition  to the

King’s  upstart  favourites, the Wydevilles and the  Herberts. Warwick  had
dominated  the faction  that  had  made Edward  king, but as the new régime
gradually established itself and  drew  its  support  from a  wider  range  of magnates,
so the Wydevilles and  Herberts supplanted  Warwick in influence.  Central  to  this
process  was  Edward’s  secret  marriage  to  Elizabeth  Wydeville, which was  only the
first  in  a  whole series  of humiliating blows  to which the overmighty earl  had to
submit. He had to  readjust  to  a  much diminished  role, no  longer  sharing in
decisions that  he had  previously dictated.  Not far in the  future  lay other  threats  to
his  power  and  possessions  if his  enemies  had  their  way, as he was only too  aware.
Moreover  the Wydevilles and  Herberts  had monopolised the  marriage  market,
snapping up all the  most  eligible bachelors: only the King’s  brothers  remained  as
potential  husbands  for Warwick’s  daughters, the  great  heiresses  Isabel  and Anne
Neville.  King Edward  prohibited the marriages, but Clarence, at  least, still  found
them alluring.

Clarence  appears  to  have  accepted  his new  sister-in-law  without  resentment,
but  soon found  points  of  difference  with her  kinsfolk.  He  disliked  being used  as  a
pawn  in the  diplomatic  chess-game, as his hand in  marriage  was  offered  to  first
one  monarch,  then  another; his own  wishes were  not  consulted, he was  least  likely
to  benefit, and no  marriage seemed  likely to  materialise.  He  also  thought  that
Edward  had  made inadequate provision  for  him. Edward disagreed, as he  knew  he
had  been  more  generous  to his  brothers than  any previous  kings, but  Clarence’s
standards  of  judgement  were  exceptionally extravagant. Since the birth  -  of
Edward’s  daughter  Elizabeth, he had  ceased  to be heir to the  throne; he  found  his
control over  policy scarcely greater  than  any other  lad of his  age. Clarence  was a
teenager  in a hurry, impatiently anxious to  establish  his  line  and  exercise real
authority.  Marriage to Isabel  Neville  was an  express means  to  both  objectives.
She did not disappoint him: their  first  child  was  born  nine  months later  and an
alliance  was  forged  with the aim of  transferring real  power  to him and  Warwick.

The marriage was  celebrated  at Calais on July 11, 1469. It was  a  highly
formal  occasion, attended  by many of the noblest in the  land.  One  notable
omission  was the King, who was in  Norfolk, apparently ignorant of  what  was
going on. The  first  fruit of the wedding was the  immediate  coup d'état, whereby
Edward  was  suddenly seized  and  imprisoned, his  favourites summarily eliminated,
and the  machinery of government  secured. Warwick issued directives  from  afar,
from  Warwick  and Middleham; Clarence  and  Archbishop Neville  presided  in the
London council.

Victory had apparently been achieved, but the junta  proved  unable  to  keep
order  and was  forced  to  release Edward. Weak  though he was and  bereft  of his
most  committed  supporters, Edward declined  to  compromise  and  worked  instead
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to  isolate  his  erstwhile captors.  His  consummate skill  drove  them  into another,
much  more  dangerous rebellion, designed  this  time  to  make Clarence  kin .  When
this  too  failed, Clarence  and  arWIc  were  orced  to flee to  rance.  dward
adamantly refused to relent.  They had no hope of  resuming their  former  positions
and  possessions.  Having lost  everything and  having run out of  other  alternatives,
the  exiles  agreed in  desperation  to  link  up with  the Lancastrians, their  former foes.
In  return  for  making Henry VI  king again, they were  promised  the recovery of all
that they had  lost.

This  agreement was the  basis  of the successful  invasion  in  autumn  1470,
which  toppled  Edward IV  from  the  throne  and  installed  the  puppet  Henry V1 for  a
second  reign.  The agreement was  not, however, an adequate  basis  for  stable
government, since the two factions  could  agree on  little  but the  invasion itself.
Returning Lancastrians  demanded  their  property back  and  expected rewards  for
loyal  service, too often at the  expense  of  Warwick  and Clarence. Bad  feeling
ensued  whatever  the result. The  hostility of the former enemies was quite  public
and  each  faction viewed the  other  with  suspicion  and  distrust.

Clarence  wisely reconsidered his  position  and abandoned the  sinking ship
when  occasion  offered, assisting Edward to recover his throne. He was  back  in the
Yorkist fold  and accepted  once  more as  a  loyal  subject. In spite of his  former
treasons, he had been  neither  as  unreliable  and  inconsistent, false and fleeting, as
Shakespeare supposed.  He had changed his  ground  as circumstances demanded,
but  this  was because, after the first  coup,  he was no  longer  his own  master  and had
lost his freedom of decision. He was driven onward by events into ever more
desperate  expedients.

The  three  brothers  shared  in the  victories  of Barnet and  Tewkesbury and
returned in triumph to London, where  all  three  were celebrated in  verse  by a
Yorkist  poet. Clarence was  ‘that  honorabill  knight’, ‘a  goodly sight’ and an
‘excellent  prince’.  He was  also  praised by the Speaker of the  Commons  for his
part in Edward’s  reconciliation.  He was allowed to use his  new-found influence  in
favour of  some  former  rebels and the city of Bristol. Past differences were to be
forgotten  and the future offered fresh opportunities. The three  brothers  were in
harmony:  the Croyland  chronicler’s  ‘threefold  cord’ held  firm.

At the  resumption  of his reign Edward had  spoils  of  victory to distribute.
Most  attractive  of  these  were the  estates  of the  late  and  unlamented  Earl  of
Warwick, who had  been  killed  in  battle.  The  title  to these  lands  was  somewhat
complicated, as Warwick had accrued  many inheritances  from different  lines  and
held  the  bulk  in  right  of his wife. His  daughters  were heirs to  most  of-them, but not
to the  important  northern lands, especially the  lordship of  Middleham  in
Wensleydale: these  were entailed in the  male  line and  should  have  descended to
Warwick’s  nephew George, Duke of Bedford. As  Warwick  had  died  a  traitor,  all
this was Edward’s to  dispose  of freely—in theory. In  practice  he  could hardly
ignore  the  claims  of Clarence as husband to  Warwick’s  daughter Isabel.  So  what
Edward did was  grant  Clarence  everything except  the northern  lordships, which
he  gave  to  Gloucester.  This  arrangement was  satisfactory to at  least  two of the
trio—Edward and Clarence—but it  left  several  loose ends:  firstly,  the  rights  of
George  Neville; secondly, Isabel’s  sister  Anne;  and  thirdly,  the  rights  of
Warwick’s widow, the Countess Anne,
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‘the real lady and heiress  . .  .  to whom for the whole of her life the  most noble
inheritance  of the  Warwicks  and  Despensers  properly belonged’.7

Those loose  ends were  fuel for the fiery quarrel  of the  three  brothers, which
showed none  of them in  a  very favourable  light.  Gloucester started  it  b  abductin
Anne, doubtless  with her  consent, declaring hlS m  entnon  o  marrying er an

emanding her  share  of the  inheritance.  He  wanted  to add  half  her inheritance to
the  northern  properties  he  already held. Clarence, so it is  reported, retorted that
Gloucester  could  marry her if he  chose  but  would  have  none  of the  property.  The
case came  up before  the royal council  where

‘so many arguments  were,  with  the greatest  acuteness, put  forward  on  either side  .  .  .
that  all  present, and the lawyers  even, were  quite  surprised .  .  .’

Edward,  ‘their  most  loving brother’,8 acted  as  mediator  and  ordered  that all
Warwick’s lands, including those  in the north, should  be divided  equally between
the  brothers.  This  statesmanlike  arrangement  satisfied Edward  and Gloucester
this time  but not  Clarence, who was the  only loser.  The King and  Queen  were
against him, so,  probably, was  Hastings,  the King’s Chamberlain;  nobody,  it
seems,  was for him.  Clarence  was  forced  to give  way.  His  resentment  of  Edward’s
attitude  emerges clearly in the  safeguards  that  he  wrote into  the agreement.

The  settlement  was, however,  an  agreement  in principle:  a  more  detailed
division  would have to be worked out later.  Clarence  thwarted  all  efforts  to
achieve this.  He  assumed, quite  reasonably, that no  final  decision would be
necessary unless  or until  Gloucester  contracted  a  legal  marriage with Anne
Neville, which he had not yet  done. Even  when they did  marry, the  union  was  still

-  of doubtful validity, as  they were  related  several times over  within the prohibited
degrees  of affinity and had not yet  secured  a  dispensation. There  was still no
dispensation  in 1474 and  probably there  never  was one.9 Richard and  Anne were
never legally married  and  their  son  Edward  of Middleham—the  future Prince  of
Wales—was  therefore  illegitimate. No  wonder  that in  1485 Richard ‘supposed
that  he had quite sufficient grounds’ for divorce.lo

However that  may be, Clarence’s obstinacy revived  the dispute, this time
with  Edward  backing Gloucester.  Richard removed  the Countess of Warwick
from  sanctuary in  late  May, 1473; one  observer reported accurately, but
somewhat prematurely, that

'the  king hath  restored the Countess of Warwick to all her inheritance, and she hath
granted it to the  Duke  of  Gloucester’.

That  was the  threat, not yet  accomplished  fact, as  Edward  and  Gloucester  tried to
break  the deadlock and bring Clarence  to  heel.  He  called  their  bluff, apparently
calculating quite  correctly that the Countess  would  be  less  malleable than they
hoped.  The  threat  was not implemented; instead  Clarence  was  denied  a  proviso to
an act of resumption at the next  session  of parliament, with the  result  that his title
to all his  other  lands was  cancelled.  If he  persisted  in his obstinacy, he  would  be
left  with nothing at  all.  Accordingly he submitted to the  settlement imposed, which
was not unfair to him and contained safeguards for both  parties.  The rights of the
Countess and George Neville  were  once  again set  aside.

‘These strong-willed  men’, as the  Croyland chronicler  calls  them, responded
freely ‘to the impulse of  their  own wills’.“ The Dukes  come over  as ambitious and
greedy. single-minded in pursuit of  their  ends, unscrupulous in the  means adopted,
and quite ruthless with  regard  to one  another. Neither  they nor  even  King
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Edward, ‘the fount of justice’, showed  much  concern  for legality or  sympathy to
the  real  heirs.  ‘Loving brother  Edward’ did not maintain his regal  pose  of
impartiality for  long, preferring instead  to throw in his lot with  Gloucester.  He
seized  on  Clarence’s  discomfiture  to  wrest  away Tutbury—Clarence’s principal
seat, centre  of his  power, and  source  of  a  quarter of his  income.  Clarence had
some  justification for his  later  complaint  that

‘the  King intended to  consume  him. .as  a  candle  consumeth  in burning, whereof
he  would' In brief time [be] quit [of]  him.’ '1

The  settlement  of the  ‘Warwick  inheritance’ left  the  Royal Dukes  with the
principal  lands  that  they had  been assigned  in  1471. Gloucester  retained the
northern estates, Clarence  those  in the  West Midlands around Warwick.  Clarence
resided  there  for  part  of  every year  and  evidently regarded  himself  as  settled,
planning a whole  series  of  improvements.  He  embarked  on construction work
designed to convert the old  castle  into  a  well-appointed  modern residence; he
dreamed  of laying out  a  new  deer-park; he intended to re-engineer one of the
approach  roads  to Warwick and  tried  to  establish  two  fairs there.  He  occurs
repeatedly as  arbiter  of local  disputes  and  benefactor  of local churches, sometimes
specifically as heir of  Warwick  the Kingmaker  (whose  will he fulfilled) or  others  of
his wife’s ancestors.

It was Clarence, for  example, who  organised  the  final consecration  of the
Beauchamp Chapel at  Warwick  College, where  Isabel’s  grandfather, great-
grandfather and  assorted  cousins  were  laid to  rest.  When Isabel’s own time  came,
Clarence  interred  her in their  tomb  at  Tewkesbury Abbey among her  Despenser  .
ancestors. Of her  other  forebears, the Nevilles lacked a family burial  place  and
that  of the Montagus, Bisham Abbey in Berkshire, had  been allotted  to
Gloucester. Bisham was, however, inconveniently situated  for  Gloucester, so it is
hardly surprising that  he  projected  new  collegiate  churches  by his  castles  at
Middleham and  Barnard Castle.

Gloucester, like  Clarence, recognised  the advantages of behaving as heir of
his wife’s family.  Princes  of the  blood  royal or not, they were mere cadets  of the
house  of York and as such  carried  no weight at Warwick or  Middleham.  What
counted there  was  that  they were Warwick’s  heirs, which  gained  them  immediate
acceptance  and the committed devotion of his retainers. For  Clarence  as well as
Gloucester  it was as his  wife’s  husband  that  he was  a  powerful  nobleman  to be
reckoned  with: his influence at  court  was  slight.

Except  for the  brief  invasion of  France  in 1475, the  brothers  saw little of one
another:  Clarence commuted from  Warwick  via  Tewkesbury to Tiverton
(Devon), Gloucester moved  around the  north, the King himself wandered  up and
down the  Thames  Valley.  ‘Absence makes  the  heart grow  fonder’. Time might
have  healed  the  wounds  and the  brothers  might  have  achieved a  more  equable
relationship.  Indeed, there  are signs of  this  in Richard and  Edward’s  choice  of
Clarence  as  godfather  for their  sons.  All  three  participated in the ceremonial
reburial  of their father at Fotheringhay in 1476. But  harmony had not been
attained  when new  sources  of  friction arose.

On  December  22, 1476, Clarence’s  Duchess,  Isabel Neville, died. She had
been  ill  since  the  birth  and  death  of her  last  son and her  demise  was anticipated.  A
fortnight  later  Charles  the  Bold, Duke  of Burgundy died,  leaving as heir to his
powerful  state his  unmarried  daughter  Mary.  Clarence was an obvious candidate
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for her  hand.  Similarly the  Scottish  king lost  no  time  in  proposing a  match  with
his  unmarried sister Margaret. Edward  IV, however, brusquely rejected both
ideas:  Clarence, he  said, had  been  too  recently widowed to  contemplate  a  second
marriage.  That  was not his  real  motive.  Actually Edward  distrusted  Clarence  so
much  that  he  dared  not let him wed  either lady.  His  fears were, I believe,  largely
imaginary—neither  marria  e  would  have made Clarence more  dan erous—but
that  is not the pom  .  war 5m  erventlon  revwe  t  e  o  ost1  lty between  them.
Clarence  muttered  resentfully against the  king,  who  seemed  to intend his ruin; his
words  were  carried  to  Edward, whose  angry reaction was faithfully reported  back,
and so  their  intermediaries  stimulated  the growth of enmity.

A second source  of friction was the trial of  three  men on  charges  of plotting
the  deaths  of the King and  Prince  of  Wales  by black  magic: the  jury convicted
them without difficulty and  they were executed.  The trial  endangered  Clarence
both  because  he was an  obvious beneficiary, as  senior  adult  male  of the  house  of
York, and  because  he was  a  friend of one of the  accused, Thomas Burdet.
Evidently there  was no direct  evidence against  the  Duke, who could  have  lain  low.
Instead. however, he  declared Burdet  to be  innocent  and  read  his  scaffold  °  ?ech
to the  royal  council.  The  whole  trial  was  thrown into  question.

No king could tolerate  this  sort  of thing and  Edward reacted  vigorously,
arresting Clarence  and announcing that  his conduct  threw  the whole judicial
system  into  disrepute.  It is  notable  that  he did not  charge  Clarence  with  treason or
mention his impending trial. In  late May, 1477, all  that  was  envisaged  was  a
cooling-off period in the  Tower—a  well-tried  method  of  coping with truculent
noblemen.  It was  several  months before the  Duke’s  property was  seized—the  first
clear  sign of  intent  to  prosecute.  Yet in  January, 1478, Clarence  was brought to
trial.  duly condemned and  executed. Why had  Edward  changed his mind?

Perhaps evidence  of  treason  had  been  uncovered, as was alleged in the act of
attainder against Clarence, but this  seems  unlikely.  First  of all, the  charges against
Clarence are so  vague  and so mixed in  Character. Some, relating to  1470-1, were
covered  by pardons, others cannot  be  substantiated,  a  few are not  treasonable  at
all.  Besides,  Clarence  was tried  alone—nobody else was involved.  Whoever  heard
of  a  treasonable plotter  wholly without  accomplices? Finally,  no  contemporary
historian  attached much weight to the  trial except  the  Croyland  chronicler, who
thought it  a put-up job:

‘For  not  a  single  person  uttered a  word  against the duke,  except  the king; not one
individual  made answer  to the king except  the  duke. Some parties  were introduced,
however.  as to  whom  it was greatly doubted  by many,  whether  they filled  the  office
of  accusers  rather, or of  witnesses; these  two  offices  not  being exactIy suited  to the
same person  in the  same case’.”

Clarence  was not  condemned  by judge  and  jury, who could have weighed
each charge, but by simple  act of  parliament, which  required merely a majority
vote. This parliament, more than  any other  of the century, had  been carefully
packed with royal  servants.  It  seems, then, that  Clarence  was guilty of nothing
substantial  and  that  the trial was rigged to get rid of  him.  Who was ‘
responsible—the  King, the  Wydevilles, or  Richard, Duke of Gloucester, who was
blamed by Shakespeare?

A  strong case  can be  made  out  that  it was Edward’s  decision, since  he
arrested  his brother, gave his  consent  for the trial, led the  prosecution  and signed
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his  death warrant.  On the  other  hand, he had not originally planned  the  trial  and
afterwards regretted  it, according to Sir  Thomas  More  and  Polydore  Vergil.  Both
historians  were  writing well  after  the  event  but  there  is much to suggest  that they
were  right.  Even  after sentence was  passed, Edward  put off the  execution until
pressed  into  it by the  Commons.  He  spared  no  expense  on  Clarence’s  funeral and
tomb, paid his  debts, carried  out his last  wishes—none of which he was obliged to
do.  Perhaps  he did try Clarence  against  his  better  judgement: who  better  to
overpersuade  him  than  the Wydevilles, family of the Queen?

The Wydevilles had  ample  reason  for hating Clarence.  Two historians  blame
them, Vergil  somewhat  obscurely, Mancini directly, and  there  is  plenty of
circumstantial evidence.  This parliament was  elaborately prepared  in
advance—by the  Wydevilles.  It was  carefully stage-managed, juxtaposed  with
marriage  celebrations  for the king’s  second son, thereby creating an  impression  of
dynastic  unity in which the Wydevilles  featured prominently.  They rigged  some  of
the  elections, they acted  as  triers  of petitions, thus  controlling the  agenda, the
Speaker  was their  man.  In  short, there  can be little  doubt that  they organised the
trial.

That leaves  only a  relatively small  role  for Gloucester, whom Shakespeare
painted too blackly. He was not on the  spot  when  Clarence  was  arrested.  He
played  no  part  in the planning of  parliament.  Clarence  was  executed, whether  in
malmsey wine or not, so  Shakespeare’s  vivid  scene  is  pure  fiction.  Yet the trial
could  not  have  gone  ahead  had he  objected:  he  needed  only say the  word  to  save
Clarence, but he did not do so. There is no  need  to pay attention  to the
suggestions  0  ore an  ancml that  he regretted  Clarence’s  death,  though he
certainly said  he did  later.  Instead  he  backed  up the Wydevilles, selling his  support
to  them  at a  very high  price. Nobody benefited more from  his brother’s death and
he  secured  all his gains  before  parliament was  dissolved.  There are nine  items  on
the list: '

1. An act degrading George  Neville, Duke  of Bedford, from  the peerage. He
was the rightful heir of Gloucester’s  northern  estates.
2. An act allowing Gloucester to- dispose  of  parts  of the  ‘Warwick
inheritance’ in  defiance  of the 1474-5  settlement and to the  loss  of  Clarence’s
heirs.
3. An act exchanging his  Welsh  lordship of  Elfael  for  that  of Ogmore.
4.  A  licence to  found  colleges at  Barnard Castle  and  Middleham.

‘ 5. The  creation  of his son  Edward  as  Earl  of Salisbury, one of  Clarence’s
subsidiary titles.
6. His  appointment  as  great  Chamberlain of  England  in  Clarence’s  stqad.
7. His  grant  of  Clarence’s lordships of  Richmond  and Helmsley in  Yorkshire.
8.  A pardon  for  a  Welsh  supporter. .

l  9. His  unmolested  seizure  of  lands  in Lincolnshire assigned to  Clarence  in
1474-5.

There  can be little  doubt  about  what happened.  Gloucester  was innocent of
Clarence’s death  but this was not  altogether  to his credit. Is it  better  to  murder
your  brother  in  cold  blood  or to  take  your  thirty pieces  of silver?

To  Shakespeare, Clarence’s  death  was  part  of  Gloucester’s premeditated
march  to the  throne.  Obviously he was wrong. Before 1478  Gloucester  had no
realistic  aspirations  for the  crown. Afterwards, however,  it was a different  matter.
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Admittedly he was only one  place  nearer  the throne, behind  nine  nephews  and
nieces, but he was now the  nearest adult male  in line. In 1483 he, rather than
Clarence, was the obvious  Protector.  Clarence  as  Protector  could certainly not
have  commanded  the  committed  support of  a  whole  region in  a  drive for the
throne  and  consequently could not have  usur  ed the  crown; neither, of  course,
could his younger brother.  n  retrospect  one can see  t  at  a  wing Clarence  was a
necessary guarantee  for the  accession  of his  nephew Edward  V and the survival of
the  house  of York.

Clarence’s  career  was cut  short  in 1478, when he was  only twenty-eight
years  old.  What can we make of him?  Clearly his ultimate disgrace was
undeserved.  In the final act he was  ‘more  sinned  against than  sinning’, however
easily one can  appreciate  the  passions  and  exasperations  of his  foes.  Their action
was  understandable, but still unjust.  Clarence  was  less  frequently false and
perjured  and  much more  consistent than is generally supposed.  More facets  of his
character  require  consideration.  His  soaring ambition, his impatient  pursuit  of
property and his  ruthlessness  in their acquisition are features of the time, found
equally in Warwick the Kingmaker, the Wydevilles and  Herberts, and in  loyal
Lord  Hastings. His  aptitude  for  secret plots, for dissembling and  swift, resolute
action  are  less common  though  present  in his  brothers.  Found  alone they add up
0  a success  u warmer  and politician, a  ruler  without  superior, but  when shared

by three  brothers  they are  a  recipe  for  disaster. When  all  three  would yield no
ground and give no  quarter, all three  could  not be  satisfied: Clarence  was  first  to
go  under.  The  rupture  of  ‘threefold  cord’ and fall of the dynasty were  connected.
As the  Croyland chronicler half realised, the  royal brothers were  too  alike.
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